Human scientificism: Proof and the new paradigm––our faithless faith
It is completely obvious. Everyone can see it, and now, there is no way around the fact:
it is too late. The current human paradigm is doomed, a failure from every side, and it is
headed down at record speed. Russia is a boiling pot with the lid bolted tight, the middle
east is a bomb twice over, the entire world economy, this horrid farce based on our most
deadly and primitive of human vices: competition and greed––this base perversion of all
of human potential…is doomed. To be as we are, as creatures lower than the lowest
animal, for animals do help each other, and never resort to the ugly falsehood of
establishing worth in terms of monetary equivalence, is hideous, degraded and poisonous.
The linear model which pits each man against the next in competition is so very incorrect
and stupid…our history of war and hatred make the point all too clear: it is too late.
We are as the body, where all the organs and cells are connected by a nonlocal
biophotonic field and are therefore part of a single system. The kidney does not exploit
the liver for gain, and the liver does not dominate the spleen for profit…the system is not
broken into subject and object oppositions, it is a coherent system, or, it is evidence of
disease. We, modern man, are an autoimmune disease in the body of the universe. It
must end…now. That fact leaves a serious problem. I have stated in a great many essays
that the difficulty can be traced back to specific points in history and events which were
inculcated into the phylogeny, and therefore the ontology, of the species and individual,
yielding a state of pathogenic psycho-topology which is repressive, and that, is ill by
design, precluding ethical, intellectual and empathetic development in an inefficient
structure called sublimation by repression. Instead of the empathy which rightly unites
"subject and object" by way of identification in the coherent system, we have competition
and a linear zero-sum-gain model which pits the parts of the system against each other to
destroy them all. Competition amongst the cooperative parts of a system is destructive
and foolish. We are doomed––for a reason.
I have stated many times that the specific piece of psychology to blame, reaction
formations, are to be avoided. This statement, although plain and simple, is still far too
abstract and unclear for most, who know little of psychology and want to know still less.
The basic information, although symbolically distorted, or couched in the falsehood of
moral mandate, is available through the teachings of philosophers and religious minds
throughout history, but these sources are either laughed at as is the case with spiritual
teachings, or said to be unintelligible, as is the case with philosophy, which one must
admit is as dubious as any spiritual dogma to the modern mind. Let us be plain, the
situation is this way, so we must deal with it. I insist, the answer is equally plain, and can
be brought to fruition before the tree perishes. I wish to do that. I have a plan.
We live in a faithless age. That is a good thing in my view. To doubt is a worthy trait
akin to science itself. Science is based not on proof, but on doubt, and all science wishes
only to disprove…scientific "proof" itself is merely the inability to disprove…pure
doubt! Science, this trustworthy neurosis, so deeply and rightly rooted in obsessive
doubt, is our "new religion." Our faithless faith. So far, this faithless faith has left us in
cold and sterile hands! It need not be so. For reality is quantum at its basis, and that is a

nonlinear paradigm, where all pathways are taken often as not all at once, and so, objects
and simultaneous identifications abound (see my recent "Oneness" essay), where the
mental and physical are interactive via entanglement and nonlocality which create and
connect all things (see my "Neuroquantology and the Cartesian dualism" essay and many
others), and the wave-function itself, may well be akin to affect, to feeling (see my recent
essay "The Affect Information Model of Physical Consciousness"). Here is the answer,
the very basis of physics, and I contend, psychology itself: the quantum paradigm! A
linear/nonlinear interactive paradigm based on the (empathetic)/entangled dynamism of
both physical and mental processes which yield a coherent systemic vision free of subject
object distinction. Nonlinear primacy is empathetic primacy. This is the basis of reality,
and the model for human advancement: the new human paradigm. We will use the new
religion to introduce the new paradigm. We will offer proof rather than require faith. We
will show them the nonlinear in a linear way which demonstrates fact holding to this
standard: Truth earns trust…trust never precedes that upon which it is based.
I have decided to have the following experiment funded. This will demonstrate in clear
simple terms the fact: if we cooperate in thought and feeling, we can change the world.
This is the science behind luck, behind the power of prayer, our faithless faith which
comes of physics. I need help to do it. If I can get this into a lab…the public will SEE.
No guesswork, just look and know: we are supposed to be loving and help each other, in
thought and feeling as well as deed, this empathetic paradigm is real, primary, the basis
of all physics and we, are part of it. We SHOULD be THIS way, and no other. We
should cooperate, and care. That alone will change the probability of a good future.
This…is the point. Our higher truth made manifest as experimental physics…no faith
needed. Please consider lending a hand and helping me to bring the following into
reality. This change is vital to the future of our race. The following could be easily
modified to have a group of ordinary people generate the "Temporal Mass" involved via
summed mentation.
Introductory Experimental Remarks: Clearly entanglement and nonlocality are deeply
basic to our quantum consciousness and are the source of linear manifest reality and
interactivity. From the entangled mechanism which binds together DNA itself to the very
most basic aspects from which are sourced consciousness and the physical energetic
instantiation of matter, all of linear reality is based on a primary nonlinear connectivity, a
physics of creation and empathy. We are connected in mind and body to all things as a
nonlinear empathetic part of a system which does not distinguish between subject and
object…but is coherent and bi-directionally causal as a function of entanglement and
nonlocal primacy. I propose that we construct an experiment which directly
demonstrates the entangled effect, temporal mass, and its implications in human terms.
1. When undirected by mentation or observation a quantum coherent state collapses in a
random pattern, "Quantum collapses are truly random" (Exploring a Quantum-Hebbian
Approach Towards Learning and Cognition Priti Gupta and Chota Madan Markan, p.
421, Neuroquantology, 2013, vol 11 issue 3).

2. Mentation affects outcome of random number/event generators. (There are a great
many of these studies, Eg., Mind-Matter Interaction at a Distance of 190 km: Effects on a
Random Event Generator Using a Cutoff Method Patrizio Tressoldi*, Luciano
Pederzoli†, Patrizio Caini†, Alessandro Ferrini†, Simone Melloni†, Diana Richeldi†,
Florentina Richeldi†, Gian Marco Dum*). It can be clearly inferred that mentation in
some small but demonstrable way, affects probability outcomes. Our minds influence
the outcome of events. That is clear…but how? I believe we can all guess, it is a matter
of variance in entangled relations, entangled strength between the random event generator
and the subject are altered (a mental superposition of wavefunctions is implied by my
reasoning…hippocampal dynamism is probably very important by my theories). The
mechanism is likely to be variation in entangled strength by (unconscious) "superposed"
mentation.
3. It should be possible to create a situation where a superposition, or entanglement of
several elements is created, and then, allowed to collapse in whatever way without
measurement or observation and still make note of the fact and record the random
patterning using this method or a better one known to you:
http://physics.aps.org/articles/v7/45
4. Now that we have established a method of creating and substantiating random
nonlocal coherent phenomenon and collapse, we get the cooperation of adept participants
who have demonstrated their ability to affect these situations in previous experimental
work, and have them apply focused mentation to alter the random collapse…a
demonstrated direct alteration of entangled phenomenon with the mind. The nexus of
nonlinear reality exposed and shown to be as it is.
5. Next, two people sum their efforts, and create even further substantial modification to
the random patterning than was achieved by one mental influence alone.
6. This will provide clear proof of two points: a. That feeling and thought affect the
physical world via temporal mass, a nonlocal phenomenon which affects entangled
strength and evolution. b. That cooperative effort and affect, cooperative collection of
will and feeling itself, will bring with unified cooperative thought, the greatest advance in
creating new probabilities.…in short: if we cooperate as empathetic parts of a whole
entangled system, we can create a future. Entanglement, empathy and cooperation, are
health, power and our "lucky" future.
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